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4 NEW METALLIC COLOURS

AVERY DENNISON | NEW 2017 GLOSS METALLICS
Avery Dennison have added four new trendy metallic gold flake
colours to the Supreme Wrapping Film series. Combining style
with superior performance, versatility and easy apply convenience,
allowing you to create stunning visual transformations on any vehicle
with confidence.

Features:
• Super conformable cast film for reliable application on to concave,
convex, compound curves and in to deep recesses
• Easy Apply RSTM adhesive technology for faster installation and
higher quality results allowing for fast and easy removal of entrapped
air bubbles
• Outstanding quality and conformable cast film for the most
demanding wrapping applications
• Low initial adhesive tack allows graphics to be repositioned during
application
• Long term removability saving time and clean up

Suitable Applications:
• Vehicle wraps
• Fleet graphics
• Transit wraps
SWF419
Spark Red

SWF679
Magnetic Blue

SWF762
Radioactive Green

SWF199
Eclipse Black

VIEW MORE INFORMATION AND DATA
SHEET:
HTTP://WWW.GAMART.COM.AU/
AVERYSUPREMEWRAPPINGFILM.ASPX
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...The year that was
OCTOBER

MACTAC | AVAILABLE AUSTRALIA WIDE!
Graphic Art Mart was appointed as the new national distributor of Mactac, allowing you to enjoy easy
access to its broad range. Select over from 100 colours from the 9800 Pro Series, choose from an
extensive range of polymeric and monomeric digital films, or transform a job with a variety of specialty
options, such as textured overlaminates, floor graphics and etched window films. Mactac products can
be used in architecture, interior design, advertising, promotion and signage applications. Visit your local
Graphic Art Mart store or the Graphic Art Mart website to view our range.

MORE INFORMATION: WWW.GAMART.COM.AU/MACTAC.ASPX
APRIL

ARLON | SLX CAST WRAP FILM
Arlon’s new SLX Cast Wrap film is a premium film with FLITE Technology. Designed for the single
installer, this film allows for a fast wrap and superior repositionability for full and partial, vehicle and fleet
applications. FLITE Technology is a lite contact system allowing graphics to float over a substrate until
firm pressure is applied. Offering vibrant and reliable print quality which is present across eco-solvent,
solvent, latex and UV print systems.

MORE INFORMATION: HTTP://WWW.GAMART.COM.AU/PRODUCTS/ITEM/TABID/100/SLX.ASPX
MARCH

ROLAND | CAMM-1 GR CUTTER
Power up your business with the Roland CAMM-1 GR Series Cutters. As pioneers of high precision
vinyl cutting, Roland DG now returns with an intuitive, versatile solution. Packed with advanced and
powerful new features, designed for a whole new level of sign, apparel, vehicle graphics and packaging
production. As a stand-alone cutter or paired with your existing printer, the GR Series takes cutting
productivity, precision and strength to the next level.

MORE INFORMATION: HTTP://WWW.GAMART.COM.AU/ROLANDCAMM1GR.ASPX
MAY

ASLAN | METAL EFFECT PORTFOLIO EXTENSION
Aslan’s metal effect films in polished and brushed effects are perfect for creating outstanding plotted
lettering, logos and designs as well as decorations on signs, glass and other smooth surfaces. With
identical colour effects on both sides, Metal Effect CA 23 is ideal for use on transparent surfaces. Suitable
for both indoor and outdoor use. Choose from silver, gold, copper, brushed copper, rose gold and brushed
black.

MORE INFORMATION: HTTP://WWW.GAMART.COM.AU/ASLANMETALISEDPOLYESTERS.ASPX
MAY

AVERY DENNISON | COLORFLOW EXTENSION
Avery Dennison’s ColorFlow is a unique portfolio of six iridescent shades that transforms a vehicle into a
beautiful work of art using rays of light and smooth curves to create a fluid, shifting spectrum of colour.
Avery Dennison has extended the Colorflow range with gloss finishes in Fresh Spring Gold/Silver, Rising
Sun Red/Gold, Urban Jungle Silver/Green, Roaring Thunder Blue/Red, Rushing Riptide Cyan/Purple and
Lighting Ridge Purple/Green.

MORE INFORMATION : HTTP://WWW.GAMART.COM.AU/AVERYSUPREMEWRAPPINGFILM.ASPX
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*Limited time only. While stocks last

APRIL

AVERY DENNISON | PERFORATED WINDOW FILMS
Avery Dennison’s Perforated Window Films offer an ideal solution for all vehicle and promotional
applications. The printable perforated films, with black back offers ultimate performance for your oneway vision window graphics. MPI 2509 with 50% open area and required VLT for passenger vehicles.
MPI 2709 with 40% open area for commercial vehicle branding and window graphics. MPI 3709 with
40% open area for short term window advertising and promotions.

MORE INFORMATION: HTTP://WWW.GAMART.COM.AU/PERFORATEDWINDOWFILM.ASPX
JANUARY

ARLON | DPF 510 SERIES
DPF 510 is an economic media providing you with the perfect print every time. Available in range of
adhesive options, permanent or low tack removable, clear or grey tinted. The permanent adhesive ensures
a lasting impact for your everyday promotional graphics, while the removable adhesive allows for easy
removal up to one year. Both adhesive systems can be used with dry or wet applications. Available in
Gloss/Matte, Gloss Tinted/Matte Tinted, Gloss Tinted Removable/Matte Tinted Removable. Pair with
Arlon’s AL 3510 Overlaminate (available in gloss and matte finishes).

MORE INFORMATION: HTTP://WWW.GAMART.COM.AU/ARLONPROMOTIONALMONOMERICFILMS.ASPX
MAY

PACPRINT | MELBOURNE CONVENTION CENTRE
Graphic Art Mart’s stand at PacPrint 2017 was tremendous. Creativity and brilliance met technology
with Avery Dennison’s Cast vehicle wrapping films transforming a Lincoln Continental. Arlon featured
their latest innovation SLX Cast Wrap while Roland showcased the power of their TrueVIS SG Series
of printer/cutters. The crowd was drawn in watching the on stand demonstrations of CWT Worktools
products – the Flatbed Applicator and Linear Cutter.

MORE INFORMATION: HTTP://WWW.GAMART.COM.AU/VISUALIMPACTPACPRINT2017.ASPX

OCTOBER

VISUAL IMPACT | ICC SYDNEY
Returning to the newly refurbished ICC Sydney, we launched Mactac, showcasing the range of textured
PERMAfun Overlaminates, applied to MACPoly 929 B-Free polymeric PVC film. Avery Dennison featured
the new Gloss Metallic Supreme Wrapping Film colours alongside MPI 1105 EA RS laminated with
the DOLZ series. Arlon demonstrated the ease of the new SLX Cast Wrap featuring FLITE technology.
On display were Roland’s TrueVIS SG and VG Series of printer/cutters, and our favourite CWT Flatbed
Applicator and Linear Cutters.

MORE INFORMATION: HTTP://WWW.GAMART.COM.AU/VISUALIMPACTSYDNEY2017.ASPX
SEPTEMBER

JUSTIN PATE | VEHICLE WRAPPING WORKSHOPS
Justin Pate returned to the Australian shores for another year hosting a series of full day workshops for
customers around the country. The workshops helped attendees expand their application skills, learn
about Justin Pate’s Universal Graphic Installation System and find out invaluable professional tips and
tricks. This hand-on workshop was one of the best ways to educate installers both beginner through to
advanced how to lower install times and increase profitability. Keep an eye out for the 2018 Justin Pate
Workshops.

AVERY DENNISON | VEHICLE WRAPPING WORKSHOPS
Another year of Avery Dennison Vehicle Wrapping Workshops have been successfully completed.
Attendees were given an opportunity to participate in a full day hands on workshop focusing on
application techniques taught by two Avery Dennison Product and Application Specialists. Attendees
learnt the basics from vehicle preparation to the key considerations and techniques when installing on
difficult surfaces. Dates for the 2018 workshops are still to be confirmed.

MORE INFORMATION: WWW.GAMART.COM.AU/WORKSHOPS.ASPX
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CHRISTMAS CLOSURE | THANK YOU!
Thank you to our Customers and Staff
As we approach the end of the year, Graphic Art Mart would like to thank all our
customers and staff for your ongoing support throughout 2017. With Christmas and
New Years creeping up, we understand that it is always a busy time, so to make it
easier for those last minute orders we will be open for business until 12.00 Noon
Friday 22nd December.
Please visit www.gamart.com.au/ChristmasClosure.aspx for
your local order cut off times.

Christmas Closure

We will re-open on Tuesday 2nd January 2018.
The team at Graphic Art Mart wishes you an safe and enjoyable holiday and look
forward in servicing you again in 2018.

12.00 Noon Friday 22nd
December 2017 to Tuesday
2nd January 2018

Please note North Rocks will close at 12.00
noon on Thursday 21st December due to
access ussues

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!

STAFF MILESTONES | CONGRATULATIONS!

QLD Customer Service

NSW/QLD State Manager

CONTACT GRAPHIC ART MART

NORTH ROCKS | 2/25 Loyalty Road, North Rocks, NSW, 2151 | P: (02) 8843 0299 | nsw@gamart.com.au

WA | 20 Brennan Way, Belmont, WA, 6104 | P: (08) 9277 0600 | wa@gamart.com.au

PEAKHURST | 3/35-37 Norman Street, Peakhurst, NSW, 2210 | P: (02) 02 9717 5700 | peakhurst@gamartcom.au

SA | 27 Furness Avenue, Edwardstown, SA, 5039 | P: (08) 8275 9900 | sa@gamart.com.au

QLD | 36 Vauxhall Street Virginia, QLD, 4014 | P: (07) 3025 5600 | qld@gamart.com.au

NT | 2/16 Charlton Court, Woolner, NT, 0820 | P: (08) 8981 2959 | nt@gamart.com.au

VIC | 6/163-179 Forster Road, Mount Waverley, VIC, 3149 | P: (03) 8562 1000 | vic@gamart.com.au

*All prices quoted in this newsletter are exclusive of 10% GST and available while stocks last. No rain checks and no further discounts apply. E&OE.

